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● Magnetic moments of quarks:       
- n, p, D  mag. Moments: mu md  ( mu = mm / 5 )   

- hyperon mag. m.  ms = mm / 15 ( mc = 2ms /3 )   

       

● Meson* magnetic moments:              
- open flavor vector mesons: D*,B*,K*     
- quarkonium = J/Y(cc'), (bb'), f(ss') 

● J/Y and Positronium in magn.Field  
- triplet and singlet state ( J/Y, hc )       
- Mixing and Quenching (of decay)

●  f(1020) & Conclusions



  

Magnetic moments of Baryons

Agrees with:

->  mc = -2ms  / 3
m*c=1520



  

Magnetic moments of Vector mesonsVector mesons:

Agrees with  L-QCD: Lee et al. PoS(LATTICE 2007)151

             -> Behavior in magnetic field ?

->  mb = ms  / 9
m*b=4730

     Observe: spin 3/2                  ( baryons )

  q
  q

  q
-> Vector mesons: spin 1 = 1/2+1/2   (L=0)       
                     

charged open-flavor



  

Open-flavor Vector mesons in [B]

      mB0* =-0.9mN     mBs* =-0.5mN     mK0* =-0.3mN   mD0* =-1.4mN 
         (db')              (sb')              (ds')             (cu')

->  mb = -mu  / 28

-> neutralneutral  open-flavor Vector mesons:   D0*:                  

chargedcharged  open-flavor

E = -m*B

-> Magnetic polarizabiliy

mB* = 1.9mN

B0*(5325)      Bs*(5415)       K0*(892)       D0*(2007)

   see: arXiv:1211.4349

-> Magnetic moment



  

Using Analogy with Muonium (m+e-)
Pseudoscalar mesons = no magnetic moment

● Muonium:  mm   and   me  

      (triplet)  and (singlet) state

● Vector mesons

-> Triplet state D*,B*,K*
                   ( mm,e  <-> mc,d,s,u )

● Pseudoscalar mesons:
     D0(uc'), B0(db'), Bs(bs')

*Neglected:  <qq'>[B]  (chiral condensates)

  only a magnetic polarizability



  

 Quarkonium and PositroniumQuarkonium and Positronium
J/Y ,  (9460),  f(1020):   zero magnetic moments 
● Positronium e+e-   (1S, 2S ...)

ortho-ee (J=1, mz=1,0,-1)  and  para-ee (J=0) 

lifetime: 142ns (3g,5g)             0.12ns (2g,4g)

 

● Bound state cc, bb   (1S, 2S)

ortho-cc (J/Y mz=1,0,-1)  and  para-cc (hc )

●  ct = 2100 fm (3g,mm...)           ct = 6.9 fm (2g,rr...)

          color hyperfine -> DE =117 MeV

MAGNETIC  QUENCHING

                  OF

ortho-Positronium DECAY

J/Y 



  

Positronium: discovered @MIT (1951) 
Predicted as “electrum” (1934)                        

● 1955: Magnetic Quenching observedMagnetic Quenching observed  
                                            30% of  ggg  decays disappear

                                             in magnetic field: 1 Tesla

                                            Phys. Rev. 98 (1955) p.1840

3g decays of {1,0} state are replaced by 2g decay 

● For J/Y and h
c
 this means:  

J/Y decay -> gg  possible,  dec. width G 

h
c 

->  e+e- ,  m+m-  possible

● Similarly to KL -> pp  (ppp)

mixing of  K1+eK2 states [CPv]

  Ne22            Na22
  e+

ne

e+e- creation

SiO2



  

Triplet {1,0} state (e+e-) -> 2g  in [B]

● Mixing in [B]:
for B=0   c2 = s2 = 1/2  
in [B] orto-Ps (J=1) and  para-Ps (J=0) states {mz= 0} get Mixed together

● 30%  of   J/Ys  affected in static  B=1015T 

142ns

ggg

gg

10ns

0.12ns

gg

  ggg



  

         J/J/YY{1,0}  {1,0}  <-- <-- MIXING MIXING -->-->    hhcc{0,0}{0,0}
         virtual g* from [B] involved (like [E] in g-conversion)

    1) opens hc -> e+e-  channel  (g* absorbed in B)

    2) opens J/Y -> gg  channel    (C-parity OK: gg-g*)
     
    3) GJ/Y modified:  shorter ”ct    ” ( GJ/Y  increase )
         However remember:However remember:              
● Very strong B needed: 1015 T
● at RHIC: field  B  gone in 0.1fm

J/Y: ct =2100fm   hc: ct =7fm

: ct =3400fm -> small effectssmall effects

ggg*, wwg* , ffg*

 g*m+m-, g*e+e-

ggg

gg

m+m-

e+e-

  -> g+gg radiative decays affected

  (LHC)



  

    1) hc
- -> can decay via m+m-  

    2) J/Y+  can -> gg  (via hc )
    3) GJ/Y increaseincrease (shorter ”ct )”  
      
 
         

Positronium

 G2g / G3g =  1114

    J/Y quenched in static magn. field

 2100 fm/c

 300 fm/c

Ghc
 / GJ/Y =  30/0.093 = 320

J/Y decay properties
                  in 
        magnetic field 



  
Remember however :Remember however :    
Static & strong B needed: 1015 T

         wwg* , ffg*

 m+m-, e+e-

ggg

gg

m+m-
e+e-

J/J/YY{1,0}{1,0}    <-- <-- MIXTURE MIXTURE -->-->    hhcc

J/J/YY decay quenching [decay quenching [BB]]
    

1/3 of decays disappear ?  
Phys. Rev. 98 (1955) p.1840

   THIS was  MEASURED

in case of ortho-Positronium.

gg

hc [B]  starts decaying -> e+e-

 -> little bump in dNee/dM  below J/Psi mass ?



  

           D-  meson magnetic behavior   D-*

Our simple calculation:

(2010) MeV
 cd

  md = - 2 *mc

 cd

  m = -1.37mN

(1869) MeV

GD-* =  96 keV,  ct = 2070 fm
  D-  ct = 312 mm



  

            Do    Magnetic behavior   Do*

    (2007)
 cu

  mu = 4.4 *mc

 mDo* = -mu+ mc = -1.44mN

 (1865)
  ct = 123mm

 cu

mDo [Bextrem] = mu+ mc = 2.25mN  >mDo*

mDo [Bextr.] = 2.25mN  > mDo*

mDo   =  0

Induced magn. moment  Do
 [B]

can be larger

than magnetic moment of  Do*

o



  

                  MESON  MULTIPLETSMESON  MULTIPLETS   cc

 m(qq) = 0                                                                             | m(qq) | > 0

 cc

magnetic mixing

J/Yhc   (cc)-

 (9460)hb(9391)
(bb)-

 f (1019)h' (958) ss-

  wh  (uu + dd) -       -



  

        f(1020)f(1020)          CONNECTION ?CONNECTION ?        hh'(958)'(958)
         [ 99% ss']          magnetic mixing magnetic mixing            [66% ss']

         

f: ct =46fm/c   h': ct =990fm/c

f: G =4.3MeV  h': G =199 keV

assuming  h ' is 100%  (ss')

If mixing happens:
->h': starts decaying e+e-    
->  f : opens decay  -> gg   (?)

Puzzle



  

   If mixingIf mixing   ff(1020)(1020)                  hh'(958)'(958)    takes place:takes place:
                            [99% ss']                [66% ss' + a(uu' + dd') + b  gg]
 

      1) h' (958)-> KK++KK-- closed: 2MK > Mh' ( + 30MeV )

            - while decays   ee++ee--,  mm++mm--  involved in ff  -hh  mixing

    2) f(1020): GGeeee 
//GGKKKK   

         Tf->eeee   Tf->KKKK  modified

Strong B needed: 1014 Tesla

- centrality dependent effect

- absent in  p+p collisions

- present in UPC  (Au+Au) 



  

       If mixingIf mixing   ff                  hh''  really   really takes place:takes place:
                                                      [66% ssss'' + a(uu'uu' + dd'dd') + b  gggg]
 

      1) chiral symmetry is involved too: <qq> condensates [B]

            hh''  - not a pure ss'ss' state + gluonic gggg contribution 
                   mass hh' ' : <qq> condensates + instantons  UA(1)

    2) ff: if GGeeee  

 
/ / GGKKKK   influenced 

           measured Yields of ff different

  Light mesons mixing too:

     w – h (548)  mixing 

     K+ – K+* mixing ?
+ <qq> condensate effects [B]



  

    1) Heavy Quarkonium <--> (Positronium)
             - mixing:  Singlet (h) and Triplet {1,0} states [B]
    

                    -> changes decay width {1,0} (1/lifetime)
     

                    -> quenching of  m+m-, e+e-  decays:  J/Y, (9460)
    

                  - azimuthally asymmetric effect: [ B ]  React.Plane
              

    2) Mixing of  h' (958) <-> f(1020)  in  [ B ]
           ->  potentially influencing  GGeeee 

//GGKKKK  : f 

    3) Heavy B*,D*, light K*and w-h mesons too
         -> effects  to be observable also in UPC collisions

CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS



  

THANK YOU
for Your 

ATTENTION

P.S. Pb+Pb@LHC: 1015 T,  AuAu@RHIC: 1014 T

mailto:Pb+Pb@LHC

